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Chaya & Titli 
 

 

Chaya 

She remains a favorite at the sanctuary. After all who does not like a girl 
who is easy going, even tempered and predictable. Makes the job so 
much easier when some of the others keep you on your toes. After a 
new difficult rescue or one of the other willy horses attending to Chaya is 
like a cool breeze on a summer's day. With some work she could be the 
perfect horse to teach children riding and introduce newcomers to the 
world of horses.  
 
Of late she is being introduced to new rescues and she is showing much 
more tolerance than before. Her air of calm helps soothe and settle 
nervous rescues especially the young ones who are disoriented and 
spooked. She does not really interact with them but is receptive towards 
their approach and allows them to hang around her. We are hoping with 
time she can even be a "therapy" horse for the most traumatized and 
abused rescues that arrive at the sanctuary. For now it is one step at a 
time and Chaya is doing great and improving her social skills by the 
day.  
 
 

 

 



Titli 
 

 
Titli is by far the most graceful and quick of all the girls. She is a free 
spirit and is not limited by any fear. She is not "into humans" but is smart 
and knows which side her bread is buttered so she is super nice to the 
caretakers. She knows good behavior can earn her a treat (or two in her 
case since babies born at the sanctuary are always that tiny bit extra 
special). True to her name she is always flitting around the field like a 
butterfly and is rarely seen at one position for long. There is always so 
much to see, hear and do in Titli's world. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Currently sponsored by: 
1. Sirius Com, WA ($200) 
2. Nancy Warren, QLD ($100) 
3. Tim Boyce, NSW ($100) 
4. Lana Williams, NSW ($100) 

5.Gayle Buttrose, NSW ($100) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IIa 
 

 Ila has still not had enough of the outdoors or maybe she is an outdoor 
girl. In short she refuses to be stabled. We all joke that she has a major 
case of FOMO (the fear of missing out). She wants to know about 
everything that is happening in the world outside. She is always standing 
by the fence running along the road and keeping an eye out on all 
activities. If it was not funny it would be spooky. But she is also a very 
friendly girl so no one minds her eccentricity. She is also very warm and 
welcoming of visitors to the donkey field. Very often trying to nibble her 
way through their stoles and bags.  

 

Recently she had a small accident due to her over enthusiasm when her 
fore leg got entangled in the fencing wire but luckily the power was shut 
and she escaped with just a small cut. Also the caretakers were around 
to ensure she was rescued before she made a worse job of hurting 
herself. It all started when she saw the ambulance arrive with 2 new 
rescued donkeys and they passed her by when she was standing by the 
path. She got so excited on seeing one of the donkeys with the head 
butting out of the ambulance window, she tried to step through the fence 
and go after the ambulance. We can only pray the experience have 
taught her to put a leash on her curiosity and spirit of adventure.  

 

                                     



 

 

 

Currently sponsored by: 
1. Michael & Sheila Medlar, UK ($100) 
2. Lauren Bryce, NSW ($100) 
3. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100) 

4.Kim Ribbink, WA ($100) 

5. Sally Mcmillan, TAS ($100) 

 
 



Meethi 
 

 
Stunning as ever Meethi never fails to catch visitors attention. She is 
also very noticeable because she is always lying out in the field under 
the sun while other horses prefer the shade. Rarely if ever will Meethi go 
into the shed to escape the sun. Even when it is 45 degrees and the 
ground is baking hot Meethi will be rolling on her back or catching a nap. 
She continues to share enclosure space with her friends Truffle and Titli 
and 3 more horses and gets along with them all.  
 

 
 



 
 
 
Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Karen Bevilaqua, WA ($100) 
2. Colleen McKenney, WA ($100) 
3. Denise Schokman, WA ($100) 
4. Sandra Arnold, WA ($100) 
5. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100) 
6. Bev Rayner, SA ($100)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mudra 
Mudra is an old lady now who spends as much time dozing in corners of 
the field as she spends socializing and going around asking for attention. 
There has been no complaints health wise except that she is noticeably 
slower and is caught catching a quick wink frequently at intervals. Her 
appetite remains the same and she does not miss any meals. Of late 
she has been spending a lot of time inside the shed but her curiosity 
ensures she ventures out when there are visitors to welcome and "nip". 
Many people remember her because of this trademark style of affection 
and repeat visitors to the sanctuary often ask for her or mention the 
donkey who tried "eating them out of their clothes and purse". We are 
happy we are able to give her a happy, carefree and retired life unknown 
to many other poor donkeys still slogging it out there.  
 

 

 



 

 

Currently Sponsored by: 

 
1. The TC Gang, NT ($100) 
2. Denise Schokman, WA ($100) 
3. Karen Bevilaqua, WA ($100) 
4. Nicholas Duncan, WA ($100) 
5. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100) 

6. Steph Elliott, ACT ($100) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Noori 

 
 Noori is doing well thanks to a new friendship with another donkey. She 
was always wary and shy, maybe due to the fact that she was isolated 
on arrival for a long time due to the nature of her injury - a split muzzle 
that made it difficult for her to eat anything but liquid. But it had got 
worse after she got kicked by another donkey couple of years back. In 
fact she had withdrawn into herself so much that the caretakers started 
worrying about her health and mind. But surprisingly Noori suddenly 
started picking up a few months back and the credit all goes to a young 
female donkey Peepli who struck up an unexpected connection with 
Noori. Now Noori has a new friend and a new purpose to life. We think 
that is what she was missing in her life. Some company, some support 
and a friend. Peepli seems to have opened a completely new world to 
Noori and a completely new side of Noori to us. She is much more open 
and confident than before. She is always trailing Peepli and follows her 
to eat without any prompting. She is still a little unhappy around the 
other donkeys but prefers her new friend to shunning the other donkeys. 
Hopefully it will only get better and Noori will be a much happier girl in 
the future.  

 

 
 



 
 

Currently sponsored by: 
1. Michael & Sheila Medlar, UK ($100) - In memory of Sangita & Kiran 
2. Doreen van der Heiden, QLD ($100) 
3. Andrea Johnson, WA ($200) 
4. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100)  

5. Lawnswood Pet Cremation, WA ($100) 

 



Radha 
 
Few horses live up till the age of 18 years after suffering the kind of 
abuse that Radha had suffered during her years as a working equine. 
But we are glad the last 5 years have been comfortable and free of any 
kind of hardship for this old girl. She has aged with grace and has 
mellowed over the years. Always a loner she still likes to keep to herself 
but now she shares the field with other horses, something which took 
almost 2 years to achieve. She has also proved us wrong every time we 
have worried about her health and has only improved like old wine.  
 
She is eating fine for her age and is closely monitored by the vet and the 
caregivers. Her hoof needs some extra attention on account of her lame 
leg but it does not bother her meaning there is no pain. With proper care, 
the right supplements, a nutritious diet and her own stubborn spirit we 
are hoping this girl will see a few more peaceful, retired years at the 
Friendicoes lifetime care sanctuary.  
 
 

 



 
 
 
Currently sponsored by: 
 
1. Linda Tostevin, WA ($100) 
2. Sirius Com, WA ($100) 
3. Alastair Jacob, NSW ($100) 
4. Cameron Thang, NSW ($100) 
5. Maureen Sladdin, VIC ($100) 
6. Jeannie McDermott, QLD, ($100) 
 



Sundari 

 
 

 Sundari seems to be getting younger with age. She is more feisty, 
energetic and looking for new adventures every day. She has made 
some new friends, volunteers at the equine section who she is very 
happy to see and her sentiments are heartily returned. Charm is 
something this girl has in abundance and she knows how to use it and 
on whom. Since her diet is now strict and the vet keeps a sharp eye on 
her meals she is unable to coerce the caregivers to sneak her the treats 
she loves. So the volunteers were the new target for her supply of treats 
till they were made aware of her condition and her devious nature with 
food.  
 
Thanks to a rigid diet plan and close monitoring Sundari's weight is well 
maintained and her leg gives her no more trouble. She is able to gallop 
and run around to her heart's content. Presently she is sharing her field 
with two new and insecure rescues who we are hoping will benefit from 
her confidence and social, outgoing personality. 
 



                                   

 

Solely sponsored by: 

 
1. Karen Bevilaqua, WA ($500) 

 

 
 
 



Tapi and Koyna 
 

Koyna 
 Koyna is her own master. She follows no one. While a very social girl 
she can also be stubborn and difficult. The perks of being a well-loved 
and pampered baby who has never known a day's work in her life. All 
the spoiling and indulging has now come back to bite the staff when 
Koyna refuses to follow any leads or nudges unlike most of the donkeys 
and makes the staff work twice as hard to stable her. It always takes 2 
people to catch her and herd her in after a lot of grunting, pushing and 
swearing. Koyna has developed a small growth on one side of her belly 
which the vet says is harmless and just a tissue mass. It can be 
removed surgically but since it causes her no pain and poses no threat 
so for now the vet has asked for it to be let be.  

 

       
 

Tapi 
 

 Tapi's years are catching up with her. At the time of rescue she was 
already 7-8 years old. And the hard years before her rescue and difficult 
pregnancy and delivery have contributed to her ageing quickly. She was 



never a very responsive girl but over the last 6 and a half years she has 
withdrawn more into herself. Though the average life of donkeys in 
captivity is 25 years working donkeys in India are lucky to have 15 good 
years. Tapi is now around 15 years old roughly by our calculation but 
looks closer to 25. She has become slow and senile. She refuses to 
budge from a spot for hours on end. Coaxing her to eat is a special job 
of the caretakers. And they have their work cut out trying to herd her into 
the shaded area during bad weather. Sometimes 2-3 staff have to 
almost lift her and carry her in while trying to ensure they do not get 
kicked for their efforts.  

 

                                   

 

Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Sandra Snyder, WA ($100) 
2. Sirius Com, WA ($100)  
3. Charlotte Fehr, WA ($100) 
4. Ilona Jaksic, WA ($200) 
5. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100) 
 



Truffles 
 
Truffles anxiety around strangers is getting better as she gains 
confidence. Her companions we feel have a big hand in this. Meethi has 
always been a bold, social girl and Titli is no shy creature. The stability 
of their friendship and their influence seems to have helped Truffle 
though she will still keep a reasonable distance from any new person 
entering her territory. She does not exhibit any signs of nervousness but 
her stance is alert and wary till the "stranger" leaves her field.  
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Sirius Com, WA ($200) 
2. Anonymous, VIC ($200) 

3. Sandersons Body Repairs, QLD ($100) 

4. Elaine Goode, WA, ($100) 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Vayu 

 
This old man continues to surprise us. From a nasty, mean spirited boy 
with an unpredictable streak a mile wide he has completely transformed 
to a mellow. sweet and obedient old man. Yes! Obedient ! Imagine!  

Since Vayu has gone completely blind his new caretaker has taught him 
to respond to this grunting sound he makes. So whenever he wants 
Vayu to step out of the stables for cleaning or some exercise it is no 
more pulling, prodding or pushing under the constant threat of broken 
bones. Vayu does have a mean kick!  

But now he happily follows the lead attached to him as long as someone 
makes that sound in their throat while urging him to follow.  

 

 
                       

 

 



 

 

Currently sponsored by: 

 
1. Carol Richardson, WA ($100)  
2. Susanne Briggs, NSW ($100) 
3. Franklin Hynes & Cai Fenton, WA ($100) 
4. Sally McMillan, TAS ($100) 
5. Eleanor Hubble, WA ($100) 

6. Carol Morgan, WA ($100) 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to ALL our sponsors who have given these animals a second chance to live in a 
well-cared for environment at the Friendicoes Gurgaon Sanctuary in India, [Partner group of 

Animal Aid Abroad Inc]. 

 

Your compassion and kindness has made a big 
difference to these animals! 


